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ABSTRACT:
Public security incidents have been increasingly challenging to address with their new features, including large-scale mobility, multistage dynamic evolution, spatio-temporal concurrency and uncertainty in the complex urban environment, which require spatiotemporal association analysis among multiple regional video data for global cognition. However, the existing video data
organizational methods that view video as a property of the spatial object or position in space dissever the spatio-temporal
relationship of scattered video shots captured from multiple video channels, limit the query functions on interactive retrieval between
a camera and its video clips and hinder the comprehensive management of event-related scattered video shots. GeoVideo, which
maps video frames onto a geographic space, is a new approach to represent the geographic world, promote security monitoring in a
spatial perspective and provide a highly feasible solution to this problem. This paper analyzes the large-scale personnel mobility in
public safety events and proposes a multi-level, event-related organization method with massive GeoVideo data by spatio-temporal
trajectory. This paper designs a unified object identify(ID) structure to implicitly store the spatio-temporal relationship of scattered
video clips and support the distributed storage management of massive cases. Finally, the validity and feasibility of this method are
demonstrated through suspect tracking experiments.

1. INTRODUCTION
GeoVideo maps video frames onto a geographic space, is a new
approach to the representation of geographic world, and
promotes security monitoring in a spatial perspective (Garrett,
2011; Kim et al., 2003; Navarrete et al., 2002; Pissinou et al.,
2001). During the analysis of public security events, GeoVideo
can objectively record the true circumstances where the case
occurred, reproduce the criminal activities, assist investigators
in investigating and collecting evidence of the corpus delicti and
make analyses and judgments. However, emergent public
security incidents have the characteristics of large-scale
mobility, multi-stage dynamic evolution, spatio-temporal
concurrency and uncertainty in the complex urban environment,
which requires spatio-temporal association analysis among
multiple regional GeoVideo data for global cognition (Jansen et
al., 2011; Zhou et al., 2008). Effectively organizing widespread
event-related video data to support self-organizing the inherent
spatio-temporal relationship will, to a certain extent, increase
case resolution rates. The traditional video organizational
method based on camera–video clips, which views the video as
a property of the spatial object or position in space, divides the
spatio-temporal relationship of scattered video shots captured
from multiple video channels, limits the query functions on
interactive retrieval between camera and its video clips and
makes the comprehensive management of event-related
scattered video shots difficult (Sze et al., 2005; Abecassis, 2003;
Ferman et al., 2002; Pissinou et al., 2001). The video
organizational methods based on video annotation (Wang et al.,
2009; Qi et al., 2007; Feng et al., 2004), video content
(Dimitrova et al., 2002; Flickner et al., 1995; Smoliar et al.,
1994) and video semantics (Jiang et al., 2007; Xiong et al., 2006;
Naphide et al., 2001), which lacks the unified modeling of
geographic scene in video, are unfit for large-scale spatiotemporal association analyses. This paper analyzes the large-

scale personnel mobility of public safety events and proposes an
adaptive GeoVideo organization method for spatio-temporal
association analyses.
2. TRAJECTORY CORRELATION AND MULTILEVEL EVENTS
GeoVideo segments are a mapping of the dynamic geographic
world on a specific spatio-temporal scale and reflect the change
of the regional geographical environments. Due to large-scale
personnel mobility in public safety events, comprehensive
analyses among multiple regional video data for global
cognition are required. There is an increasing necessity to
provide reasonable organization of the massive GeoVideo data
involved in efficient spatio-temporal association analysis and
knowledge extraction.
2.1 Trajectory Correlation and Data Organization
The moving trajectory of the monitoring object is unique in the
spatial and temporal dimensions, which means that the multisource heterogeneous GeoVideo data can be mapped into the
flat geographical space and accumulated around the moving
trajectory in the unified geographic framework. The GeoVideo
data are divided into moving trajectory and video segments
around the monitoring object and the same time period video
segments from different viewing angles map the same trajectory
segment. Focusing on a specific public security event, moving
trajectories from different video shots captured by different
cameras are projected to the unified geographical coordinate
system and consist as a unified trajectory element. The reverse
mapping rule, that projecting from a trajectory element to video
shots, has been incorporated in the description metadata, which
is linked by the time interval. The highest resolution video shot
is selected as the default video data associated to trajectory
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segment that maps multiple video shots from different viewing
angles and it supports the viewpoint selection by metadata
caption when browsing this time period. To facilitate the user
queries, the abstract of the public security event and mixed
index are established, including the period contents, the moving
trajectory, the character features, the description of the event
process model, etc. For supporting spatio-temporal queries on
public security events, an extended R tree is established in
which time is viewed as another dimension in addition to the
spatial dimensions. The 2D moving trajectory of the monitoring
object and the time period consist of the three dimensions of the
extended spatio-temporal R tree.
2.2 Spatio-Temporal Association and Multi-Level Events
The sudden incident occurrence is the consequence of a series
of happenings in a period of time. Two seemingly unrelated
public safety events may have relevant spatio-temporal
association relationships, such as cause and effect or trajectory
overlapping, which can be grouped as an aggregated event to
express the phenomenon in a higher level.
The cognition of public security events is a multi-scale
incremental process. The “scale” concept is an important feature
for representing spatial data, which reflects the hierarchical
cognition of spatial phenomenon (Ai et al., 2005). Multi-level
events, organized by the recursive aggregation of the sub events,
inform people of the entire situation from different detail and
scope levels; for example, the group incident contains a series
of individual incidents. The inner relationships between multilevel events are diversified, such as gradual evolution, cause
and effect, and parallel developing. The geographical semantic
relationship between multi-level events is extracted, and the
resource description framework (RFD) is used to structurally
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express the constraint conditions. RDF contains the triples
{subject, predicate, object} (Klyne et al., 2006); the subject and
object refer to a composite event and sub event or event and
video shot; the predicate refers to the constraint condition.
3. AN ADAPTIVE GEOVIDEO ORGANIZATION
METHOD
3.1 Hierarchical Organization of GeoVideo
Public security events are organized according to the spatiotemporal R tree of the trajectories. Users initially query
abstracts of the targeted event by the spatio-temporal range. The
abstract includes the time period, path trajectory, appearance
descriptors of the monitoring object, event description and other
information, which offer directory information for choice
decisions. The users can progressively schedule the appropriate
sub event if the query result is an aggregated event (local smallscale event, regional meso-scale event or global large-scale
event). For an atomic event, all of the video shots are related to
the event buildup of the GeoVideo shot group and are mapped
to the moving trajectory according to the time series. For
overlapping video shots, the overlapping portions are
partitioned and grouped into multi-angle shots. The multi-angle
shots are mapped to the corresponding trajectory segment and
the highest resolution shot is chosen as the default. The
representative key frames are concisely chosen to express the
main content of the video shot. A video shot can have one or
more key frames, which depends on the complexity of the
GeoVideo shot. For balancing the scheduling granularity, the
video shots and key frames related to a public security event
should be discretely stored and progressive scheduled.
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Figure 1. Video scheduling workflow
3.2 The Design of Multi-Level ID Structure
The GeoVideo frame, GeoVideo shot and GeoVideo shot group
demonstrate the video content in three independent hierarchies.

The division of video breaks the relevance of each section. It is
difficult when designing the ID structure to implicitly present its
relationship and logically maintain its integrity to support
unified scheduling. The typical object ID structure in NoSQL
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database MongoDB is one such example, as illustrated in Figure
2. The unique identification code of MongoDB comprises 12
bytes that support distributed storage. Among them, the 0 ~ 3
bytes store the time reference, the absolute number of seconds
since 1 January 1970 00:00:00 UTC; the 4 ~ 6 bytes store the
server ID, which is usually a hash value of the machine name;
the 7 ~ 8 bytes store the process identifier of the MongoDB
instance; the 9 ~ 11 bytes store the incremental number.
Although the ID structure mentioned above ensures the
uniqueness of each object identifier, there are two problems that
need to be solved: (1) the event ID, GeoVideo shot ID and key
frame ID are generated separately and have no relevance.
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Therefore, the mapping relationship must be preserved
completely. For example, if a public security event includes
several GeoVideo shots, the event entity should store all of the
relevant GeoVideo shot IDs. If a time period of the video shot
contains several viewing angles, the video shot entity should
store all of the relevant multi-angle GeoVideo shot IDs. (2) The
object ID duplication cannot be detected. Although the ID
structure largely maintains production uniqueness, there is still a
small probability of inevitable duplication because of the hash
algorithm defect. Such ID structure design needs to traverse the
entire object IDs to check the duplication. So, the ID structure is
time-consuming and inefficient.
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Figure 2. Object ID structure of MongoDB
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Figure 3. Multi-layer ID structure
Based on the analysis above, this paper defines a novel multilayer ID structure, as illustrated in Figure 3, which vertically
associates the multi-level events and horizontally associates
GeoVideo shot group, GeoVideo shot and GeoVideo frame. The
advantage of this novel ID structure is fast duplication detection
and support of the distributed production. This ID structure
occupies 12 bytes. Among them, the 0 byte stores the types of
public security events and can support a maximum of 256 types.
In China, there are totally 55 types of macro crime
classifications, so the type byte can support the storage of crime
classification and extension. The 1 byte is a management
variable that stores the mapping information. The 0 ~ 3 bits in
the 1st byte store the number of multi-angle shots mapped to the
same time period; the 4 ~ 7 bits store the number of frames that
belong to one video shot. The 2 ~ 3 bytes store the mapping
information between the event and video shots. The 4 ~ 6 bytes
store an incremental number and identifies the distributed
working space. The working space is the minimum
administrative unit for managing distributed public security
events, similar to the jurisdictions of each local police station.
Each working space has different identifiers in these 3 bytes,
but the objects in the working space have the same identifier. It
is easier to check duplication based on the working space. The 7
~ 11 bytes store the incremental event number. Every event has
different value in these 4 bytes, regardless of whether the event
is an aggregated or atomic event. The storage scope of the event
is up to 240 (240 = 1099511627776), which is larger than the
number of public security events in local area and can
effectively avoid the exception of data overflow.
Generally speaking, the 4 ~ 11 bytes ensure that the object ID is
globally unique in a monitoring area. Moreover, the 2 ~ 3 bytes
of the aggregated event ID store the number of sub events; if the
value of that area is i, this aggregated event contains i sub
events. If the value of these 2 bytes is changed into the range of

[0, i-1], the aggregated event ID is changed to the relevant sub
event logical ID. The description of the sub events is recorded
in the abstract of the aggregated event. Then, the mapping table
is used to transform the logical ID to the real sub event ID. The
sub event may be an atomic event and may also be an
aggregated event. The 4 ~ 11 bytes of the atomic event ID store
the number of GeoVideo shots in chronological order. If the
value of this area is j, this atomic event contains j video shots. If
the value of these 2 bytes is changed into the range of [0, j-1],
the atomic event ID is changed to the video shot ID, and the
time duration of each video shot is queried by the attribute table.
The GeoVideo shot ID points to the video data and key frame
managing ID. The 4 ~ 7 bits in 1st byte of the key frame
managing ID store the number of key frames, k. If the value of
these 4 bits is changed into the range of [0, k-1], the frame
managing ID is changed to the specific key frame ID. If the
video shot has several viewing angles, the shot ID points to the
highest resolution video in this time duration, the key frame
managing ID of this video shot and a multi-angle shot ID. The 0
~ 3 bits in the 1st byte of multi-angle shot ID store the number
of multiple viewing angle video shots. If the value m of these 4
bits is changed into the range of [0, m-1], the multi-angle ID is
changed to the specific viewing angle video shot ID. The
information of the multi-angle video shots, such as viewing
angle, direction, sight range, resolution, etc. is recorded in the
attribute table for assisted selection. This ID structure implicitly
expresses the relationship between objects, promotes the
utilization of storage space and greatly satisfies the need of
distributed management of massive amounts of GeoVideo data.
3.3 The Storage Scheme on Distributed Database
MongoDB
In support of the huge volume of GeoVideo data, MongoDB as
a NoSQL-type DBMS has the key capabilities of extendible
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storage, good read/write performance, is scheme-free, and is
adopted as the storage tool for video data and semantic data.
The elements in the structure of MongoDB include database,
dataset, document and element. A dataset corresponds to a table
in a traditional database. Document is similar to record, but it
does not have a fixed structure and can flexibly change the
properties. This characteristic is good for the storage of
semantics.
According to the logical data organization model, as illustrated
in Figure 4, this paper designs and implements a physical
storage model based on MongoDB. First, each crime type of the
monitoring area is organized as a layer to manage public
security events. Each event layer corresponds to a dataset in
MongoDB and follows the naming rule of
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Figure 4. Logical storage model

Figure 5. Camera distribution
4. CASE STUDY OF SUSPECT TRACKING
This paper uses the multi-channel video data of a three-floor
office building as an example to analyze the hierarchical
organization of the GeoVideo data and progressive scheduling.
The camera distribution is illustrated in Figure 5 with 26 indoor
and outdoor cameras. The left picture shows the full view of the
office building; the right picture shows the same view in
transparent mode, which demonstrates the position of the
cameras and the view frustum of each camera illustrated in a
different color. The organization of a group incident is used as
an example. Two people are successively entering the office
building; each of them is a separate monitoring event. As
illustrated in Figure 6, the right side is the first floor plan. The
blue line is the moving trajectory of suspect A, and the red line
is the moving trajectory of suspect B. The arrows on the plan
indicate the current positions of the suspects corresponding to
the monitoring videos. However, it is unlikely that they are
gang-related according to the behavior analysis. Therefore,
these two events are grouped as an aggregated event.
The relevant video data are collected and organized in the
hierarchical structure, and the IDs are listed in Table 1. The
octal character is used to list the 12 bytes ID and separate the 5

portions of the ID by ‘-’, which directly display ID structure.
From Table 1, it is clear that the crime type number is “Ox01,”
and the working space number is “Ox000001.” The aggregated
event ID “Ox01-00-0002-000001-0000000003” records the
number “Ox0002” of sub events in the third part of the ID
structure and obtains the sub event IDs by changing the third
part to the range of [Ox0000, Ox0002). The sub event ID is an
intermediate ID that maps to the real atomic event by the
mapping table, but it records the sequence of events and can
easily map to abstract information. The first atomic event
“Ox01-00-0004-000001-0000000001” maps to four video shots;
this information is recorded in the third part of the event ID.
While changing the third part to the range of [Ox0000, Ox0003),
the shot IDs are obtained. The shot ID map to a frame managing
ID, which records the number of frames in the 4 ~ 7 bits in the
second part of the frame managing ID and directly changes to
the frame ID. If the time duration of the shot ID has multiple
viewing angles, the shot ID maps to a multi-angle managing ID,
which records the number of viewing angles in the 0 ~ 3 bits in
the second part of the multi-angle managing ID and can directly
change to the multi-angle shot ID. The same frame mapping
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rules apply to the multi-angle video shot as to the common
video shot.

Figure 6. Suspect tracking of group incident
Table 1. Group incident organization
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5. CONCLUSIONS
Emergent public security incidents have the characteristics of
large-scale mobility, multi-stage dynamic evolution, spatiotemporal concurrency and uncertainty in the complex urban
environment, which causes the pertinent video data to cover a
wide range. This paper presents a novel method for managing
the massive GeoVideo data through spatio-temporal trajectory
and multi-level events in a unified geographical framework;
furthermore, the research designs and implements a distributed
storage model on MongoDB. This method proposes a unified
object ID structure to implicitly store the relationship of
scattered video data and logically maintain its integrity to
support unified scheduling. The ID structure supports fast
duplication detection, as well as distributed production. Future
work will focus on managing a complex semantic relationship
based on geographical process, which will benefit the related
query between video content and geographical environment.
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